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Regeneration is something that
cannot arise in isolation, it is part of
a broader concept: Leisure.
... Leisure, ... means a concern
with things beyond merely useful.
Leisure means to have time. Time
to live. Life can be tasted to the
full only when activity and contem-
plation, doing and not doing, form
complementary poles, like those of
a magnet. None of the great
cultures.has failed to support this
concept.
Siegfried Giedion
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Abstract
Leisure. n. : Freedom from time-consuming duties, responsibilities, or
activities.1
Regeneration. n.: 1. The act or process of regenerating or the state
of being regenerated.
2. Spiritual or moral revival or rebirth.2
The American Heritage Dictionary. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978.
2 Ibid.
This thesis Is concerned with public spaces and notion of leisure and regenera-
tion in American cities. In search of regeneration, Americans spend much of
their time at public recreational places. The premise of this thesis is that a
regenerative type of recreational facility is needed in American communities.
Regeneration is explored in places of leisure. The intent is that such a regen-
erative space would foster the coming together of strangers and friends, to
celebrate with each other or in solitude, to escape from daily work, to share
daily pleasures, and to enjoy the natural and cultural landscape in the most
elemental sense. A place that would suggest a sense of belonging to the
larger domain, the neighborhood, the city, the universe, and concurrently
respect the American notion of individualism. Leisure complements work
providing individuals with a feeling of personal well-being. The idea of this
thesis is that a deeper sense of self develops when one is regularly connected
to a larger body of people, be it a family, a church group, or a basketball
team. Regeneration is about making that satisfying connection between self
and the world,
Regeneration is explored at various levels: the site, the building type, the
community, and at the personal level. An abandoned public space Is chosen
for the site to study forms of reuse. A new type of bathing complex is the
vehicle for my exploration. Ideas are drawn from cultural associations of water
in landscape and architecture, public bathing as a social institution, historical
background of the site, and personal experiences at the site and at public
baths. These issues guide the process of the design investigation.
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Edgar Degas, Le Tub, 1886.
My personal recollection of water be-
gins with memories from being a young-
ster taking routine evening walks with my
family by the waterfront, to bathing in
frigid swimming holes at summer camp,
to the exhilarating glides across the
ocean waves on a boogie-board, to a
quiet ritualistic shower tradition to end
every evening. Perhaps this project is
about recapturing these special con-
nections to water and sharing it with
others. Perhaps it is a celebration of this
fundamental element of life, water.
Water, Landscape, and Architecture
Water as the Primeval Element
This humble element of every day use sometimes gets taken for granted. We
are largely made of it. Without it we could not live for more than a few days:
with it we can survive, create civilization, and use its life-giving virtue to cel-
ebrate living. The subconscious appeal to return to water seems to increase
the more our daily lives become remote from our beginnings. Urban dwellers
escape to seaside resorts in numbers. Great bodies of water remove us from a
finite world to a sense of infinity, something greater than ourselves. Whether
we are watching the ceaseless rhythm of the waves traveling on the seashore,
or the eddies on the surface of a pool, or simply reflections on a calm day, the
fascination with water seems endless.
Quietness and action are together the essence of all water design. Each
implies a different philosophy and the two outlooks are most beautiful when
seen in combination. Cultures that cherish public bathing also have this
contrasting nature. The doing and the not-doing must be collectively encour-
aged to enrich life. This thesis Is about this simple duality. Harmony is the result
of contrast: opposites that complement one another but do not imitate one
another. Most of us are motivated to survive; working to make a living is
compulsory In most cases. Thus the doing is established. The idea is that the
not-doing will refuel and regenerate the doing; one must complement the
other for optimal performance. This thesis is concerned with creating a place
of regeneration by studying the dualistic qualifies of water as a point of
departure.
A hike In the mountain
Primeval Environments are Regenerative
To embark on regeneration, I must look to a return to origins, to the primeval
senses. Environments that retain the primeval sense, the sense of rootedness,
are disappearing in America. At the same time, there is a greater need for
such environments than ever before.
In planning for the primeval environment, Lewis Mumford points out, the idea is
"to make the region ready to sustain the richest types of human culture and
the fullest span of human life - offering a home to every type of character
and disposition and human mood, creating and preserving objective fields of
response for man's deeper subjective needs. It is precisely those of us who
recognize the value of mechanization and standardization and universaliza-
tion who must be most alert to the need for providing an equal place for the
complementary set of activities ... the natural as opposed to the human ...
the lonely as opposed to the collective. A habitat planned so as to form a
continuous background to a delicately graded scale of human feelings and
values Is the genuine requisite of a cultivated life." 3
Communication seems easiest when presented in the simplest way. Likewise,
an experience is easiest to share when the activity Is elemental, one that
appeals to the basic senses such as breathing, eating, and even bathing.
While we seek primeval environments, we also seek identity and community,
another elemental concern. My Interpretation of a regenerative place is one
that would foster bonds between people.
3Ecko, Garrett; Kiley, Daniel U.; and Rose, James C., Landscape Design in Primeval Environment,
Architectural Record, February 1940.
. . . of sharing a familiar food ...
A popular hot dog stand at the beach In San Francisco
.. . of sharing the same manners ...
A group of monks at Koya-san in Japan
In the eloquent words of J.B. Jackson, This Is how we should think of land-
scape: not merely how they look, how they conform to an esthetic ideal, but
how they satisfy elementary needs: the need for sharing some of these sensory
experiences in a familiar place: popular songs, popular dishes, a special kind
of weather supposedly found nowhere else, a special kind of sport or game,
played only here in this spot. These things remind us that we belong - or used
to belong - to a specific place: a country, a town, a neighborhood. A
landscape should establish bonds between people, the bond of language, of
manners, of the same kind of work and leisure, and above all a landscape
should contain the kind of spatial organization which fosters such experiences
and relationships; spaces for coming together, to celebrate, spaces for
solitude, spaces that never change and are always as memory depicted
them. These are some of the characteristics that give a landscape its unique-
ness, that give it style. These are what make us recall it with emotion." 4 The
importance of the primeval, its integral connection, and our dependency
upon it in modern life is apparent in both physical (or material) and emotional
(or recreational) sense.
While technological man yearns to explore the future, there is that within us
which urges to take heed of the past. Communal bathing is a type of regen-
erative activity that the great cultures of the past had recognized as impor-
tant. The well being of a society reflects the well being of its people. This thesis
is an attempt to regenerate the communal baths as a contemporary form.
The American public needs to reevaluate the type of non-doing it wants to
value, celebrate and develop.
4Jackson, J.B., The Necessity of Ruins, University of Massachusetts Press, 1980, p.16.
That Is the nature of this project at the Sutro Bath site. The raw nature is
actively reclaiming the landscape of the ruins while the building complex Is
passively supporting the same. The sounds of the waves are boisterous relative
to the quiet sounds from human activity in the contemplative bathing com-
plex. These roles may be exchanged at times. This thesis Is not only about
making a regenerative space but also about celebrating the elemental
senses. This is about providing a place where the elemental forces of nature
can be experienced through our basic senses. These primeval experiences,
I believe, are the source of regeneration In the human spirit.
A sculpture generating fog at a train station in Osaka, Japan
. a ritual of sorts
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two commercial
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Symbolism In Water, Landscape, and Architecture
This thesis is concerned with the symbolism of water in the making of land-
scape and architecture. A form of primeval expression, symbolism is felt rather
than recognized. The following are some contemporary examples of the
value of symbolism.
San Cristobal, stable, horse pool and swimming pool, Mexico.
Los Clubes, fountain for horses, Mexico.
Luis Barragan
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San Cristobal, stable, horse pool and swimming pool, Mexico.
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Look-out point, Museum of Literature, Himeji, Japan.
Tadao Ando
.................. ...
Building edge of water, concrete & slate, Museum of Uterature, Himeji, Japan.
Entrance and ramp, Museum of Literature, Himeji, Japan.
Swimming pool and the sea, Leca da Palmeira, Portugal.
Alvaro Siza
Swimming pool and the adjacent beach, Leca da Palmeira, Portugal.
Mary Miss
University Place, Seattle, Washington.
Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, The Baths of Caracalla, 1899.
The Bath
To design a new model for an American public bath, I look to historical models
and personal experiences of public bathing to gain Insights on formal, spatial,
experiential, and cultural Issues. The first section of this chapter explores some
models of public baths in traditions of the Japanese and the Islamic, while the
last section presents images and accounts at two California bathhouses.
In proposing to design a bathhouse for this country, I must note that such
institutions are largely non-existent. Public baths in America arose out of urban
reform policies to serve the immigrant population and the working class's
needs for hygiene and health. They were generally clinical institutions to solve
social concerns related to morality and purity. Public bathing in the United
States has waned with the advent of economically feasible private bath-
rooms. The cultural, social, and transformational qualities of the great baths
of antiquity and the contemporary baths of other countries were never
associated with public bathing in America. While some of these qualities exist
in the form of private health clubs and resort destination spas, access is largely
limited to the upper or leisure class. However, an increasing number of these
types of places is serving the middle class. For the general population, public
swimming pools and beaches fulfill the recreational aspect of traditional
bathhouses. The design of a new public bath will reintegrate the various
possibilities of experiencing water. This project is an opportunity to redefine the
public bathhouse for America.
Public bathing in both the Japanese and Islamic cultures have roots in social
rituals. Both have similar affinities in their attitudes towards taking the waters
but each has a different priority. In the Japanese culture, the intent is to
maintain balance with nature while In the Islamic culture, the intent is to
escape from the asphyxia of city life.
Public baths of the Edo period
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A child playing in a Japanese bath
Japanese Baths
Still applicable in modern times, bathing for the Japanese is a passionate
activity, dating back over two thousand years. To some, the Japanese bath
approaches a religious experience. To others, its chief purpose is sensual
gratification. Some turn to the bath seeking a cure for severe disorders of the
body. Still others find In it a means of treating the afflictions of the spirit far
more effective than the analytical approaches of Western Freudians.
To the Japanese, bathing is a communal activity where individuals reinforce
familial or social ties. Public bathhouses in Japan share a similar role with
plazas and coffeehouses in Europe. The pleasures of the bath extend over a
lifetime. Japanese children are introduced to the physical and spiritual
blessings of a long soak in deep hot water with family or friends. Bathing is a
time of repose and reflection, a time to regain balance. The surroundings are
usually restful and as close to nature as possible.
N3
In the past, bathhouses in Japan offer their patrons a variety of leisure activi-
ties. Most had a large second-story room where customers would retire after
bathing to eat and drink, play games, or simply engage in conversation, a
club-house atmosphere. Some modern bathhouses add a small stage for
variety shows. A majority of them provide the usual amenities such as mas-
sage, drinks, and magazines.
In form, modern bathhouses have maintained the fundamental features of
their forerunners. Their interior space is divided into a small anteroom, where
patrons leave their shoes and umbrellas; a large dressing room, presided over
by the proprietor, who collects the entry fee and sells sundry products; and a
large bathing area, with faucets and showers lining the walls and two or more
deep pools of varying temperatures.
Two notable changes distinguish modern public baths from earlier models:
men and women bathe separately in the same building and steam baths are
generally not available. The plan Is basically a free plan with a wall partition in
the middle separating the men and the women. In the urban context, public
bathing is generally a modest single-story community building.
The Hamman at Qal'at al-kahf: ground plan
The hamman at Qal'at al-kahf: section
H ammams
The modest Islamic bathhouse, the hammam, was inspired by ancient Greek
and Roman baths. A basic responsibility for the ancient rulers was to provide
social and recreational facilities for the public. Adapted to the Islamic culture,
the hammam gained religious significance and became an annex to the
mosque, used to comply with the Islamic laws of hygiene and purification.
Only the progression of hot and cold bathing is retained from the ancients.
Athletic activity was replaced by massage; and intellectual discourse, by
music and contemplation. Unlike the ancients, the Islamic people built several
small baths throughout their cities rather than massive central baths. The
hammam became a retreat from the city.
Hammams are generally modest structures with a monastic quality. Influ-
enced by their religious beliefs, the Islamic people did not tolerate images and
figures of living things in their architecture. Instead, elaborate patterns are
woven in reverence to Allah, their supreme creator. Some hammams are filled
with these patterns in the interior spaces.
The hammam at Qa'at al-'Ullayqa: ground plan and section
The plan of a hammam shows individual rooms with varying sizes to suit each
function. These rooms are connected by small passage ways. Unlike the open
plan of the Japanese bathhouse, the journey of bathing unfolds with each
step of the Islamic bathing ritual. The atmosphere of the hammam is one of
half-light, quiescence, and seclusion.
There is a five-step progression through the hammam. First is the seasoning of
the body with heat; second is the vigorous massage; third is the peeling off of
the outer layer of skin and removal of body hairs; fourth, the soaping, and fifth,
relaxation. Each step is escorted and served by attendants, the tellaks, for a
nominal fee.
Upon entering the hammam, the dressing rooms are generally on the perim-
eter of a round ceramic vestibule. A marble slab is heated to a high tempera-
ture in the hot room. Bathers lie on this slab to relax the muscles before the
massage. Then the bather retreats into a niche to receive the depilatory
process in private. While the Roman bather finished with a visit to the library,
the hammam bather ends where he or she began, at the lounge while
attendants bring drinks and cool the bather with fans.
Like the Roman baths and the Japanese baths, the hammam was a place to
socialize. Entrance fees were generally low so everyone could enjoy them.
The baths were one of the few places In Islam open to everyone from early
morning to late night, and sometimes longer. It was common to treat friends
to a bath, much like we would arrange a lunch date today.
Jean-Leon Gerome, Terrace of the Seraglio, 1886.
For hygienic reasons, the hammam became accessible for Islamic women.
This played an important role in their lives since it was the only place Islamic
women were allow to socialize outside their home. A visit to the bath may
take all day if not more than a few hours. The happy inactivity at the baths
would involve a feast for meals taken there, playing with the children, gossip-
ing, laughing, and whatever one does to socialize.
Like the Greek and Roman baths, the hammam is slowly disappearing. Some
believe it is due to high maintenance cost. Still others believe that the Islamic
bath is too much a part of the Moslem religion to fade so easily and that it is
an indispensable detail of daily life.
Communal bath area, Kabuki Hot Springs
Kabuki HotSprings
I made a visit to the Kabuki Hot Springs in San Francisco to see how a tradition
is transplanted from Japan to America. Due to her own curious vein, my sister
decided to accompany me. Kabuki Hot Springs is not a natural hot spring, but
it does try to reproduce the communal nature of the traditional Japanese
bath. At the edge of Japantown, the small spa is on the ground floor of a
mixed use building. The entrance is set back under a deep awning off a busy
street. The bathing area was constructed in the early seventies. Although an
effort has been made to provide a neighborhood feeling like the bathhouses
of Japan, it seems not worn enough to be comfortable yet.
Inside, two attendants behind a desk were our first encounter. After paying,
we were given keys to lockers and directed down a narrow hallway. There
are no windows in this place. After a turn, we arrived at a small alcove with
tiny lockers. We realized these lockers were for our shoes since not much else
can fit in them. This was a very clean, almost sterile place. A door led to the
changing area where an attendant in white was folding towels. The scene
was almost surreal with the quietness and unfamiliarity. My sister did not want
to undress in front of this woman who was diligently tidying up the place. But
determined to enter the baths, my sister quickly recovered from her uneasi-
ness. Rows of lockers and wall partitions obscure the path into the bathing
area. As a first time user, this made me feel vulnerable yet curious. To enter
the bathing area, we passed by a rest area and the draped-entrance of the
massage room. The communal bathing area is an open plan. Upon entering
the bathing area, I felt immediately better since I could understand the space
and see where everything was located.
My sensitivity to the large open bathing area was also heightened by the
claustrophobic experience In the entry and changing areas. To relax, I
focused on the simple task of washing at the Japanese shower island. Sitting
on a stool to wash is refreshing since I am accustomed to the American
shower. The pool with frigid water was less frequented than the warm pool for
soaking. The sauna and steam room are at the perimeter of the room of
pools. The bursts of steam coming out of their door again add to the surreal
quality of the place. A lack of human sound is another contributing factor.
As my sister and I lounge around chatting, the woman in white approached us
to deliver a stern message; we were making too much noise. Laughter was
not tolerated too well here. We failed to read their brochure which asks guests
to 'refrain from making loud noises of any kind which may disrupt someone's
attempt to meditate or relax." I was more accustomed to the neighborhood
baths in Japan where a variety of talk is naturally fostered between neighbors.
Swimming pool, Esalen Institute
Bathhouse with rooftop massage area, Esalen Institute
Esalen Institute
I visited the Esalen Institute to experience a communal bath in a natural
setting. Named after the Esselen Indians, the site is sixty miles south of
Monterey, California. The site contains a natural mineral hot spring used by
the Esselens for 4300 years. In 1910, Dr. Murphy purchased the site for develop-
ment as an European health spa. Esalen Institute opened in 1961 and be-
came one of the world centers for the human potential movement. Visitors
come from all over the world. Nestled among redwoods, lush lawns, and
dramatic cliffs, is a vibrant community of people in active search of inner
selves, broader communities, and avenues to deeper connections in all facets
of life.
Open-air hot springs, Esalen Institute
The baths are my primary focus of the experience of Esalen. The baths proper
are located at the south edge of the complex about 60 feet above waves
breaking at the base of the cliffs. To get to the baths, a packed dirt path
passes through the heart of the complex, which is an area rich with lush green
lawns and redwoods. The path terminates at a short flight of stairs down into
an entrance landing where shoes are removed. Two more steps down is a
dark preparatory space with a small but sufficient changing space, showers,
toilets, and hooks for hanging clothes. This descending movement is like
entering a cave along the hillside. I am immediately aware of the hot springs
by the heat from the floor and a slight sulfur smell in the air. My senses are now
heightened in preparation for the baths.
After a shower, I leave the dark preparatory room down another dark flight of
stairs into the bright open air of the bathing area, a very different environment.
Bathing is on two open air terraces. The slightly larger room is roofed while the
other is not. Massage tables line up adjacent to the tubs in the slightly larger
bathing room. There are awnings to break the wind should it get too windy.
The baths are a mixture of old enamel steel bath tubs big enough for two
friendly people and larger cast concrete tubs of similar depth. The smaller
bathing terrace has two stone and cement tubs big enough to comfortably fit
five people.
Stepping out onto the bath terrace in the nude is an exhilarating moment.
I am on the edge of the continent, an extraordinary panorama of mountain,
forest, and sea. I contemplate leisure and regeneration while submerged in
warm water. The narrow passageway onto the tubs suggests a feeling of
suspension. Time is suspended.

Aerial of Sutro Bath ruins, Fort Miley, Golden Gate Bridge, 1971
The Site
On the northwestern edge of San Francisco, the site for the bathhouse com-
plex is currently a part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(GGNRA). It is bordered by the Pacific Ocean, an extensive natural environ-
ment of cliffs, rock formations, trees, a four-lane road, and the Cliff House
restaurant complex. South of the Cliff House is the great expanse of the
Pacific Ocean beach. Across the street from the site to the northeast is a well-
groomed community public park. Up the hill towards Lands End are extensive
trails, some leading to the Golden Gate Bridge, all offering spectacular views
of the San Francisco Bay. Beyond the grounds of GGNRA is a community of
middle-class residences. The site once housed the spectacular Sutro Baths, a
public natatorium built by a wealthy philanthropist, Adolph Sutro. The remains
are only the fragmented foundations of this structure.

Sutro Bath ruins, 1994
The following are two sections about the site; one Is a personal account and
the other is a historical account of the cultural landscape.
Explorers at the ruins
A Personal Account
In doing a thesis project about regeneration, an abandoned public space
seems appropriate to use as the site. The Sutro bath site was quick to appear
in my mind. I can recall the alterations to the site since my junior-high school
days nearly 20 years ago. But I remember it first as a place my family strolled
to on a weekend day with another family on what seems to be a very long
walk. I was about 9 years old. This place was significant since the grownups
had insisted that we extend our walk there despite the complaints of hardship
from the children.
Amidst the wind and fog, I recall looking beyond the sidewalk out to the
magnificent ocean at the bottom of a series of plateaus of soil, bushes, and
building fragments. I did not care for playing in this landscape for I was cold
and tired. The grownups took their time and strolled a bit more. They seem to
be relaxing in this wind, taking in the salt air and the rhythmic low roars of the
crashing waves. Perhaps they were just tired. I humored them and stared into
the site wondering what I was missing.
Not until two or three years after this memorable experience did I begin to visit
the site with my classmates. Together we explored the caves and the un-
marked paths. We climbed on the edges of both the built and the natural
landscape, sharing the experiences of taking these initial cautionary steps, the
intermittent taste of the salt air, and the tendencies toward reckless abandon.
Oblivious to any signs of dangeror or of causing additional erosion, we made
our own trails.
Over the years, an official user-friendly system of signs and trails came to be.
The site was visited by more people it seemed. The ruins came alive to me
through overheard conversations from passersby who had used the Sutro
Baths, or knew someone who had used it, or knew that it existed through
photographs at the Cliff House. They were no longer part of the landscape as
I once knew them. The ruins had become ghosts of these recollected experi-
ences. My knowledge of the natural landscape had also grown. I had
learned of the two fresh water springs which had served as reservoirs for the
Sutro Baths and became more enamored with the richness of the site. The
ruins of the baths and the site under reclamation by nature had evolved into a
unique coastal ecosystem supporting a fascinating range of wildlife.
In my adult years, my favorite breakfast joints were Louie's and the Seal Rock
Inn Restaurant. Both are local institutions serving average American food to a
mainstay of locals year-round and tourists during vacation season. I became
part of this community where people like to meet unexpectedly to share a
social activity in a familiar environment. It is comforting to see familiar faces
and maybe even exchange conversation every now and then. At Louie's, it is
as if we all share a great secret of being able to enjoy an awesome view of
the landscape protected from the wind and cold by a simple brown building.
There is elegance in the simplicity.
Sutro site, cultural Landscape c. 1867
Cultural Landscape - the natural
environment as modified by man.
J. B. Jackson
Sutro site, cultural Landscape c. 1888
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History of the Cultural Landscape
The first known human impact on the site dates from 500 A.D. The site was
inhabited by Ohlone Indians. They used the coastal shores for fishing and
hunting while they resided inland in a more hospitable climate. Spanish
settlement in 1776 sharply curtailed Ohlone activity and relocated them to the
Mission San Francisco de Asis de Dolores.
By the early 1800s, the site was a part of a large Mexican land grant named
Rancho Punta de Lobos after the sea "wolves" whose cries filled the air.5 In
1848, California was formally acquired by the United States and the site
became part of the city and county of San Francisco. This area was consid-
ered remote, inaccessible, and known as the Outside Lands. The first known
recreational use of the site was by 19th Century naturalists. Their activities
included hiking, horseback riding, observing marine mammals, picking wild
strawberries, and simply enjoying the scenery.
By the mid 1850s, a popular Sunday outing from San Francisco consisted of a
coastal loop journey from Fort Point at the Golden Gate, to Seal Rocks, along
the hard sandy beach to Ocean House saloon, and back downtown. By the
late 1850s, 160 acres of land around the site was purchased by Charles Butler,
a San Francisco real estate magnate. The first Cliff House was built in 1863
offering visitors lodging, shelter from the wind, and a seaside verandah used as
an outdoor dance floor. This was the beginning of a resort development at
the site, a vision of a West Coast equivalent of New York's Coney Island. Butler
operated the Cliff House as a fashionable resort attracting affluent San
Franciscans.
5Rubissow, Ariel, Cliff House and Lands End, GGNRA, 1993, p. 10.
During the 1870s, the Cliff House began to decline in popularity as an exclu-
sive resort. By 1877, a public road built by the city of San Francisco through
Golden Gate Park to the beach provided all classes of people access to the
Cliff House vicinity.
San Francisco In the Late 19th Century
San Francisco's tremendous growth, as well as the changing social and
economic conditions of the time, Influenced the development of a recre-
ational complex at the site. The era was marked by sharp economic swings,
high levels of unemployment, increasing racial tensions, and rapid population
growth. Little effort was spent on the development of public parks or gardens.
Instead, wealth was displayed in the construction of grand mansions, and
luxurious hotels and restaurants. A response to this lack of public open space
came in 1868 when the City of San Francisco acquired the future site of
Golden Gate Park.
Adolph Sutro's Recreational Complex
In 1881, Adolph Sutro bought the area and transformed it into a seaside
recreational complex that included the Sutro Baths, the public gardens at
Sutro Heights, the rebuilt Cliff House and a rail service that provided inexpen-
sive access from downtown. Adolph Sutro was a Prussian-born engineer who
made his fortune through the design and construction of a massive tunnel to
solve ventilation and drainage problems of silver mines in Nevada. This tunnel
is recognized as having significanty improved the working conditions of
miners. This combination of technical Ingenuity and concern for the working
man characterized Sutro's development of this recreational complex.
Sutro Heights Garden, 1994
Sutro Heights Site:
Sutro was drawn to the site at first encounter. The area now known as Sutro
Heights offers breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean, Mount Tamalpais, and
the Golden Gate Bridge. Sutro Heights became the residence of the Sutro
family as well as a public park. Aside from his own simple house, Adolph Sutro
developed the area as an elaborate public garden with a conservatory, a
parapet promenade to provide breathtaking views, and numerous statues,
planters, and fountains. A library was to be built to house his extensive collec-
tion of books but specialist warned against it reasoning that the salt air would
damage his collection. The public welcomed their new garden enthusiasti-
cally as it opened in 1885. Despite the fact that the gardens at Sutro Heights
were adjacent to his residence, Adolph Sutro encouraged their public use. In
1888, Sutro invited 220 six-year-olds to a picnic on the grounds. In 1895 a stage
production of As You Like It attracted an audience of 5,000. In response to
these well-publicized events, the number of visitors increased over the years.
Aerial view of Sutro Baths
Sutro Baths Site:
In 1887, a campaign led by Adolph Sutro resulted in a Congressional act
granting the Seal Rocks to the City and County of San Francisco in trust for the
people of United States, thereby protecting the seals' home. In the same year
Sutro built an outdoor aquarium, a swimming pond and a sea wall to provide
visitors a view of the marine life. A network of rock paths to the aquarium
provided bolder visitors with a closer look at the marine specimens uncovered
during low tide. The swimming pond was heated and glass-enclosed to
feature more exotic sea creatures. Water was let into the aquarium basin by
a tunnel cut through an adjacent cliff, allowing ocean water to pour in during
high tide along with small marine animals. A subterranean outlet at one
corner allowed water to recirculate back to the sea. A technical Innovation,
Sutro's design was acclaimed as an Impressive engineering feat.
Adolph Sutro may have been influenced by the Roman thermae of Titus,
Caracalla, and Diocletion. Whatever the precise model or rationale, the
development of a public bath, providing wholesome entertainment for as
many as ten thousand San Franciscans at once, suited Sutro's dreams of
providing inexpensive recreation for the general public. According to Sutro's
biographer, Robert Stewart, the Sutro Baths were a summation of all of Sutro's
objectives in his last great building project.
Interest in recreational swimming increased in both England and North
America during the 19th century. A prospectus from the Floating Sea-Bath
Company of San Francisco captured the enthusiasm for bathing at that time:
Bathing is an art in itself, like dining. It has been well said that for one man
who dines there are ten who merely eat, and in like manner, those who
perform ablutions only that they may clean do but wash, while the true
bather enjoys every moment. Pleasure is an essential item of the real
bath, and among the most active of its beneficial forces. There can be
no doubt that a great number of our citizens would seek to enjoy the
tonic effects of sea bathing, but for the low temperatures of the water.6
6Floating Sea-Bath Company, Prospectus, March 22, 1878 (California Room of the California State
Library, Sacramento).
Archery contestants at Sutro Baths
Interiors of the Sutro Baths
And so the Sutro Baths were built with six saltwater swimming tanks of varying
sizes and water temperatures. The largest of the pools was L-shaped and
unheated, with a length of 275 feet and a depth ranging from 3-1/2' to 9'. The
other five salt water pools all measured 28' x 28', with pool depths ranging from
2' to 5', and heated to different temperatures by live steam. Holding a total of
1,685,000 gallons of sea water, the construction of the pools required more
than 10,000 barrels of concrete. Next to the bath area on three sides rose tier
upon tier of bleacher-like seats, providing seating for thousands of spectators.
Overhead, a massive arched glass roof made from 100,000 square feet of
stained glass and supported by 600 tons of iron girders gave the baths a light
and airy appearance, and provided awesome scenery. Above the baths
were three levels of alcoves and balconies, a restaurant on each floor, galler-
ies, an amphitheater, and a promenade. A visit to Sutro Baths offered a variety
of activities in addition to swimming. In short, recreational, cultural, and
educational activities were provided for the entire family. Not only were the
Baths magnificent to behold, they were lauded as breathtakingly modern and
technologically sophisticated. The Sutro Baths opened In 1896, upon comple-
tion of the new Cliff House and the new Sutro Railroad for Inexpensive public
access from downtown.
Cliff House built by Aldolph Sutro
The Cliff House:
Adolph Sutro rebuilt the Cliff House into a Victorian palace. The new Cliff
House became a local cultural landmark. It was a sprawling maze of dining
rooms, curio shops, and parlors. The building consisted of four stories and an
attic used as an approach to the rooms in the four turrets, three of which were
private dining rooms, and the fourth containing the largest camera obscura
west of Chicago. The opening of the baths in conjunction with the new Cliff
House marked the second wave of popularity for the recreational complex.
The Decline of the Sutro Recreational Complex
The death of Adolph Sutro in 1898 marked the beginning of a slow and long
decline of the Sutro recreational complex. His daughter, Dr. Emma Merritt, who
was appointed as his guardian by the courts, found the estate to be deeply in
debt. Maintenance expenses were no longer affordable. The ownership of the
complex was transferred over the years. By 1904, the Sutro residence, which
had deteriorated significantly, was being used as a caretaker's residence. In
1920, the ownership of Sutro Heights was transferred to the City of San Fran-
cisco. During World War I and II, the Sutro complex was closed for security
reasons because of its proximity to Fort Miley. In 1976, the City of San Francisco
transferred ownership to the National Park Service. Sutro Heights today
continues to provide open space for the public but presents a simpler appear-
ance than In its heyday.
Sutro Baths continued to operate as a swimming center under the Sutro family
until 1937. At that time, a section of the baths, which had diminished atten-
dance and profits, were converted to an ice skating rink. Finally, the persis-
tence of the Great Depression throughout the 1930s significantly reduced the
number of people who could afford a recreational excursion. By 1951, the
baths were sold to George Whitney, who also bought the third Cliff House,
after Sutro's Cliff House was burned down. The baths were all converted into
one large ice skating complex and a small museum. By 1964, the baths were
sold to a developer who had plans of demolishing the structure and erecting a
200-unit apartment complex and restaurant in its place. In 1966, the baths
burned down. Public sentiment arose following the fire had Impeded the
developer's plans. The National Park Service purchased the property in 1973.
The third Cliff House is still standing today largely as a simple box structure. The
National Park Service acquired the property in 1977. Currently, it houses
various dining experiences with a restaurant, a cafe, a bar, and a fast food
vendor, 2 gift shops, a musee mechanlque, 2 locations of public bathrooms, a
visitor's center, and the giant camera obscura.
Site with Sutro Baths
Site with Sutro Bath ruins~\ - ~ r -
Site with composite of Sutro Baths & Its ruins
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The Design
This site has been formed by powerful physical forces of the natural elements.
The power and scope of waves, wind, and flowing water combine to create a
spectacular setting. A site analysis serves as the foundation of the design
exploration. The design must take clues from the site as well as address issues
external of the site7. I have distilled the complexity of the physical form of the
site to identify the most important element, the waters. The succession of the
first freshwater spring flowing down one plateau to the next freshwater spring,
then together this string of water flows to still another plateau to the contained
saltwater of the ruins and finally this mixture of water slowly returns to the
ocean. The journey of the waters is a gentle stroll through the marshes. The
two freshwater springs have returned to a natural wetland. The saltwater
pools contained by the ruins have become a manmade wetland. The
concrete ruins are also returning to a former natural form through erosion.
7These issues are the experience of bathing, the regenerative attitude of recreation, and building
upon the cultural landscape. All are aforementioned in this thesis.
Phase 1
Locating the Building
My first task was to determine where to locate the building within the three
acre site of the Sutro Baths. With the four bodies of water in mind, I thought
about the relationships between them. The journey of the waters led to a
clear description of the cycle of water. The cycle begins with moisture
evaporation from the ocean forming clouds, then changing Into rain, failing
down and absorbed through the earth, reappearing as fresh water, and slowly
running off back into the ocean. The design must enhance the awareness of
the water cycle and the various forms of water. This note from Charles Moore
most clearly Illustrates my thinking: "it Is Important, if the sense of the water
cycle Is to be achieved, that the cycle come Into close contact with us at its
closest point, so as to include us In the circult.-8 Contact with water and Its
various forms must transpire in the design.
8 Moore, Chares W., Water and Architecture, Princeton University, 1957, p. 166.
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4 conceptual sketches of movement through the bodies of water
I have placed the building complex nearest the two freshwater springs. This is
the heart of the site where freshwater, our every day form of water, Is camou-
flaged by a marsh. The design enhances our experience of the diverse
qualities of water, including Its ability to change form and the inevitable
mission to sustain life, In this case, wild life. Setting the buildings into the hillside
towards the small open plaza on the mid-plateau allows the visitor to take in
views of the ruins and the ocean comprehensively while feeling protected in
the middle ground from the elements. The ruins are left for public exploration
and become the stage while the ocean Is the backdrop.
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Model showing building complex from top of hill looking west towards the ocean
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Plan view of model
This scheme shows the initial idea of creating a central place with three
buildings set into the hillside, all focused at the lower plaza. A long swimming
pool delineates the edge of the plaza and the building complex. This edge
follows a horizontal continuity like the ocean edge. Sheltered by the hill, the
plaza is an open space to allow for socializing and lounging outdoors.
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Plan of Sutro Bath site
Experiential sketch
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Experiential Study to Discover the Spirit of Place
The fact that the site is a depressed piece of land allows viewing only at the
pedestrian level and not the motorist level. There are existing parking lots that I
propose to keep the same, one at the top of the hill, the other one-third of the
way down the hill and across the main road. Both lots connect to foot paths
leading to the Sutro Bath site. Pedestrians travel on the partial rim of this semi-
bowl shaped space. They can look over this rim or they can enter through one
of the two foot paths off the rim. Once inside this bowl of a place, there is a
number of possible activities to experience.
The richness of the site inspired an experiential analysis. The following is a
process I used to define a spirit of place in my design. In making loose marks
with my pen over the site plan and a little help from my photographs, I was
able to explore the different qualities of the site through my memories. From
these markings, I was able to define three types of places, a primary destina-
tion, a secondary excursion, and a tertiary world beyond. The importance of
the focal point, being the primary destination, diminishes at the secondary
excursion, and still more at the tertiary world beyond. Together these places
contribute to a complex richness of activities within the site.
A4
Sutro Bath ruins: primary destination
The primary destination is the ruins of the baths. Having the most provocative
form at the site and located on the bottom edge of the land, It is immediately
visible and becomes the destination point of exploration. Once there, the
curious visitor is likely to climb onto building fragments trying to decipher which
part of the old building he or she is standing on, and how the building once
worked. Foundations of the water settling basin, the pump room, and the
pools are juxtaposed next to each other showing the relationships of their
functions. Concrete fragments up the slope suggest the continuation of the
old building and tiers of bleachers. On the ocean edge, onshore waves crash
against a strip of foundation intact enough for thrill seekers to bravely traverse.
A small platform crosses over the water canal system Adoph Sutro devised
allowing the visitor the chance to make the connection between the ocean
water and the water contained in the pool ruins. There is also a tunnel once
leading to the tram tracks. In short, this is the main event of exploration and
contemplation, a dialogue between the past and present.
Trail veering off the main path: secondary excursion
The secondary excursion is Just a trail veering off the main path from the top
parking lot. It does not have a destination; that is, there is not a new set of
activities to do once the visitor reaches the end. The view changes ever so
slightly through the trail. The texture of the trail, being of supple sand, differen-
tiates it from the main path, being of unyielding pavement. This is just a pause,
a place to size-up the main event before embarking upon it.
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Look-out landing and stairs to the water works:
tertiary world beyond
The tertiary world beyond has its own dynamics of place while it also opens up
visions of other places for the visitor. This is the large lookout landing 40 feet
above the ruins. Once the visitor reaches this landing, the San Francisco Bay
and the famed Golden Gate Bridge become visible; the other side of the site
is revealed. Hanging over the parapet, the visitor watches the drama of the
sea water crashing and filling up the catch basin below and overflowing into
the canals. Then the visitor may notice that there is an extensive series of
modest staircases down to view the catch basin and the canal system. This
place has a dichotomy of being on the outskirt of two worlds, one is closer at
hand being the ruins, and the other is Land's End, the meeting of the San
Francisco Bay with the precipitous land formation and cities beyond. Both
worlds are fiercely beautiful but different.
Plan of building complex (Phase 1)
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Design Development
With this experiential study of the site, I try to bring some of this richness into my
design. This design attitude has two priorities: one, to establish a type of
bathhouse suitable for San Francisco, and two, to enhance the experience of
water and landscape at the site.
The scheme uses the ruins to make a whole with the building complex. The
inverted L-shape of the building complex closes the "square", formed by the
ruins of the pools, with the edge of the new bathhouses. The pools of the ruins
become a void square. This square Is then repeated In the building complex in
the form of a smaller plaza, the central gathering space.
Ruins versus building complexBodies of water
Landscape circulation outside of building Landscape boundaries of building
Hierarchy of spaces Building circulation
Outdoor nodes in between Decision nodes
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Typical bathhouse: plan of main level, section looking east
Typical bathhouse: entrance/mezzanine level
The spatial layout of the three bathhouse are basically the same with subtle
variations in response to the landscape. The three buildings can be read as
one building with three cells connected by two courtyard spaces and a
continuous catwalk. This Interior connection through the three separate
bathhouses passes through contrasting spaces of light and dark, indoor and
outdoor. The three bathhouses have separate entrances to allow for man-
agement flexibility. Management may chose to reserve one bathhouse for
males, one for females, and the third for hydrotherapy, or families, or coed.
The design Intent Is to create a flexible space to adapt to the winds of change
in management as well as In attitudes of the public.
Conceptual drawing (Phase 11)
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Phase 11
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Roof plan of auditorium/cafe building & interpretive center
Mezzanine level of cafe & exhibition space of interpretive center
Lowest level
West section/elevation, cutting across the pool, looking at the open plaza, landscape terraces,
and the two main buildings
Plan of ground floor denoting various materials of pavement & vegetation.
Using native vegetation is a priority to sustain the unique ecosystem.
sketch of paving stone with dune grass
sketch of bench on terrace
Section of auditorium/cafe building showing final solution of
wind deflecting structure over pool
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Sketches of various wind deflecting structures over pool
Section of auditorium/cafe building with lower catwalk and three bathhouses
Section of auditorlum/cafe building within the bowl-shaped context;
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North elevation of auditorium/cafe building
These sections and elevations of the auditorium/cafe building show
various iterations of the wind deflecting structure over the pool. The roof
of the auditorium/cafe building is made of concrete. The structure is a
steel truss system supported by a foundation of concrete piles.
Louie's restaurant and the Cliff House are in the background.
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South elevation of interpretive center
Section of interpretive center

Section of a typical bathhouse
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The edge condition: the catwalk is the transitional zone between the pools of
the bath ruins and the pools in the bathhouse.
Close -up of the model of bathhouses without the roof
The model show the courtyard space In between the two bathhouses. The
entrance is from the top of the slope at the mezzanine level where there is
the changing room overlooking the two pools below. Circulation is towards
the view of the ruins until one goes down a level and turns inward to get to
the pools of the bathhouse, leaving the pools of the ruins behind and enjoy-
ing an inwardly focused bathing experience. Both the Japanese form of
washing and western showers are available on the open plan of the main
floor. There are niches of massage space under the mezzanine. One pool
extends out to the courtyard space to provide bathing in the open ocean
air. One level below the main floor of pools is a sauna, a lounge, and a
second egress out to another bathhouse or to the heart of the building
complex via a catwalk. This promenade provides a connection to the Sutro
Bath ruins again after the bathing experience.
Model of Sutro recreational area with new building complex, looking west towards
the ocean, from edge of residential neighborhood
Plan view of model of Sutro recreational area with new building complex
Phase III
Site plan of building complex (Phase Ill)
Street fair in San Francisco. The road becomes an open space which provide flexibility
in usage for special events. This is the intent for the large open courtyard as the heart of
the building complex.
The Program:
- An interpretive center/gallery
- An auditorium for films, videos, & community performances
- A winter garden/cafe
- A large swimming pool, partially sheltered from the wind
- Observatories above the marsh land (standing pods)
- Two marshy freshwater springs
- Three interconnected bathhouses
- Landscaped terraces
- A pavilion for changing (near the swimming pool for those who only
want to swim and not visit the bathhouses)
Plan of the building complex (Phase Ill). Highlighted are the outdoor bodies of water
Section of site looking south, showing elevation of the interpretive center + the three
bathhouses. In the background is Louie's restaurant (left) and the Cliff House (right).
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Conceptual sketch of movement in and out of the interpretive center
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An in-between space of a Japanese garden. The space in
between two buildings becomes an outdoor museum. This is the
intent for the marsh space in between the two main buildings. The
"pods" extend oUt into the marsh from the interpretive center are
provided as viewing spots.
The pods on the marsh serve several purposes. They allow movement
weaving into the interpretive center and out onto nature. Each succes-
sive pod drop a level just as the rooms of the building. As an extension of
the structure of the interpretive center, the pods begin to give a feeling of
arriving at Fisherman's rock, an extension at the edge of the continent.
Not every pod is occuplable just as the Fisherman's rock is not always
accessible. It is only accessible during low tides. The pods are only
accessible where there is a landing. Functionally, the pods provide an
outdoor contemplative spot across from the indoor nature exhibition.
. Six development
sketches of the marsh
area in between the
auditorium/cafe
building and the
interpretive center.
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Plan view of the model showing the two main buildings and the landscape. These two
buildings contain the auditorium, cafe, and the interpretive center. The landscape
includes the two freshwater springs, the marsh In between them, and the courtyard
space (partial view) bordered by the swimming pool.
View of the two main buildings with pool + freshwater spring
OPP-
Side view of the two main buildings
View of the two main buildings + entrance area (building on left)
Close-up of two main buildings in plan view of model without the roofs
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Close-up of
two main
buildings in
plan view
with roofs
The two main building meets
the marsh/courtyarad space
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The path leading to the entrance of building complex at the interpretive center
The path passing the cureved wall edge of the auditorium building
Garden table and chairs
Epilogue
Two main ideas drew me to this thesis: one, to work on revitalizing a beautiful
yet abandoned piece of public space and the other, to investigate the idea
of a public bathing place in our time.
The first idea led me to research the site in depth. Being more accustomed to
urban sites, and realizing that the site holds a unique coastal ecosystem, a
new avenue of investigation opened up. These new issues brought me
towards an ecological approach to design. This would be my point of depar-
ture in the next step of the project. In the usual design problem, concern for
the user is important but we usually stop at the human level. If we are con-
cerned with primeval environments, then we must also consider other living
things that contribute to our environments. Wildlife does not flourish only in
remote rural settings. This thesis research has increased my sensitivity to the
relationship between landscape and architecture, and the importance of
their interdependency.
Bathhouses in America are rare. However, for those that do exist, there is
usually a community attached to it, a community of "regulars". High mainte-
nance cost contributes to the scarcity of the contemporary bathhouse.
Entrance fee is driven up even if there is enough attendance. A smaller
bathhouse will have a lower cost of maintenance. Without governmental
subsidy, the contemporary bathhouse survives only under the auspices of a
community. Grand bathhouses with high maintenance cost are less acces-
sible to the general public. To increase enjoyment of the public bath, perhaps
technology can offer new solutions to energy conservation or offer new
materials with lower maintenance. This Is my next investigation. As we ap-
proach the twenty-first century, there are only more options for recreation.
Some basic types will stay.
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